
                                                               

 

 

SPDR® Blackstone / GSO Senior Loan ETF 

INFORMATION BROCHURE 

 

This information relates to SPDR Blackstone/GSO Senior Loan ETF (the ’FUND’). This 

information brochure is drafted pursuant to the Act (2013:561) on Managers of Alternative 

Investment Funds 10 ch. 1 §. 

 

The definitions and information included in this information brochure 

must be read in conjunction with the Prospectus (the “Prospectus”), 

Statement of Additional Information (the “SAI”) and any related 

supplements. For more detailed information about the investment in the 

Trust, please read the Prospectus, the SAI and any related supplements. 
 

 

The Trust 

 

The Trust is an open-end management 

investment company registered with the 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

(the “SEC”) under the Investment Company 

Act of 1940, as amended (the “1940 Act”), 

and the offering of the Fund’s shares 

(“Shares”) is registered with the SEC under 

the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the 

“Securities Act”). The Trust was organized 

as a Massachusetts business trust on 

March 30, 2011. 

 

 

SSGA Funds Management, Inc. serves as 

the investment adviser for each Fund 

(“SSGA FM” or the “Adviser”) and certain 

Funds are sub-advised by a sub-adviser as 

further described herein (each, a “Sub-

Adviser”). GSO / Blackstone Debt Funds 

Management LLC (“GSO / Blackstone”) 

serves as the investment sub-adviser to the 

SPDR Blackstone / GSO Senior Loan ETF 

and is responsible for providing the 

investment program for the Fund and the 

Portfolio. GSO / Blackstone is a wholly-

owned subsidiary of GSO Capital Partners 

LP (collectively with its affiliates, “GSO”). 

GSO is the credit platform of The 

Blackstone Group L.P. (collectively with its 

affiliates, “Blackstone”). Blackstone is a 

leading manager of private capital and 

provider of financial advisory services. It is 

one of the largest independent managers 

of private capital in the world, with assets 

under management of over $371.1 billion 

as of June 30, 2017. As of June 30, 2017, 

GSO’s asset management operations had 

aggregate assets under management of 

approximately $94.5 billion across multiple 

strategies within the leveraged finance 

marketplace, including Senior Loans, high 

yield bonds, distressed and mezzanine 

debt. GSO / Blackstone’s principal business 

address is 345 Park Avenue, 31st Floor, 

New York, New York 10154 (page 80, 

Prospectus dated 31 October 2017). 

 

Structure of the Fund 

The structure of the Fund is a Master-

Feeder Investment Structure. The Fund is 

intended to be managed in a “master-

feeder” structure, under which the Fund 



                                                               

 

 

invests substantially all of its assets in a 

corresponding Portfolio (i.e., a “master 

fund”), which is a separate mutual fund 

that has an identical investment objective. 

and substantially identical investment 

strategies, policies and risks. As a result, 

each Fund (i.e., a “feeder fund”) has an 

indirect interest in all of the securities 

owned by the corresponding Portfolio. 

Because of this indirect interest, each 

Fund’s investment returns should be the 

same as those of the corresponding 

Portfolio, adjusted for the expenses of the 

Fund. In extraordinary instances, each 

Fund reserves the right to make direct 

investments in securities. 

 

Investment strategy 

Under normal circumstances, the Fund 

invests substantially all of its assets in the 

Blackstone / GSO Senior Loan Portfolio (the 

“Portfolio”), a separate series of the SSGA 

Master Trust with an identical investment 

objective as the Fund. As a result, the Fund 

invests indirectly through the Portfolio. In 

pursuing its investment objective, the 

Portfolio seeks to outperform the Markit 

iBoxx USD Liquid Leveraged Loan Index 

(the “Primary Index”) and the S&P/LSTA 

U.S. Leveraged Loan 100 Index (the 

“Secondary Index”) by normally investing 

at least 80% of its net assets (plus any 

borrowings for investment purposes) in 

Senior Loans. For purposes of this 80% test, 

“Senior Loans” are first lien senior secured 

floating rate bank loans. A Senior Loan is an 

advance or commitment of funds made by 

one or more banks or similar financial 

institutions, including the Portfolio, to one 

or more corporations, partnerships or 

other business entities and pays interest at 

a floating or adjusting rate that is 

determined periodically at a designated 

premium above a base lending rate, most 

commonly the London Interbank Offered 

Rate (“LIBOR”). A Senior Loan is senior to 

all unsecured claims against the borrower 

and senior or equal to all other secured 

claims, meaning that, in the event of a 

bankruptcy, the Senior Loan, together with 

other first lien claims, is entitled to be the 

first to be repaid out of proceeds of the 

assets securing the loans, before other 

existing claims or interests receive 

repayment. However, in bankruptcy 

proceedings, there may be other claims, 

such as taxes or additional advances that 

take precedence.   

 

 

The Primary Index is composed of the 100 

most liquid Senior Loans in the market, 

while the Secondary Index is composed of 

the 100 largest Senior Loans in the market, 

as measured by the borrowed amounts 

outstanding. The Portfolio intends to hold a 

large percentage of the components of the 

Primary and Secondary Indexes. It is 

anticipated that the Portfolio will invest 

approximately 50% to 75% of its net assets 

in Senior Loans that are eligible for 

inclusion in the Primary and/or Secondary 

Indexes. Each of the Portfolio’s Senior Loan 

investments is expected to have no less 

than $250 million par outstanding. 

 

The Portfolio invests in Senior Loans that 

are made predominantly to businesses 

operating in North America, but may also 

invest in Senior Loans made to businesses 

operating outside of North America. The 

Portfolio may invest in Senior Loans 

directly, either from the borrower as part 

of a primary issuance or in the secondary 

market through assignments of portions of 

Senior Loans from third parties, or 

participations in Senior Loans, which are 

contractual relationships with an existing 



                                                               

 

 

lender in a loan facility whereby the 

Portfolio purchases the right to receive 

principal and interest payments on a loan 

but the existing lender remains the record 

holder of the loan. Under normal market 

conditions, it is expected that the 

Portfolio’s Senior Loan investments will 

maintain an average interest rate duration 

of less than 90 days. 

 

In selecting securities for the Portfolio, the 

Portfolio’s sub-adviser, GSO / Blackstone 

Debt Funds Management LLC (the “Sub-

Adviser” or “GSO / Blackstone”), seeks to 

construct a portfolio of loans that it 

believes is less volatile than the general 

loan market. In addition, when making 

investments, the Sub-Adviser seeks to 

maintain appropriate liquidity and price 

transparency for the Portfolio. On an on-

going basis, the Sub-Adviser adds or 

removes those individual loans that it 

believes will cause the Portfolio to 

outperform or underperform, respectively, 

the Primary and Secondary Indexes. When 

identifying prospective investment 

opportunities in Senior Loans, the Sub-

Adviser currently intends to invest 

principally in Senior Loans that are below 

investment-grade quality and will rely on 

fundamental credit analysis in an effort to 

attempt to minimize the loss of the 

Portfolio’s capital. While credit ratings 

assigned by Moody’s Investors Service, 

Inc., Standard & Poor’s Financial Services, 

LLC and/or Fitch Inc. (the “SROs” (statistical 

rating agencies)) will be considered, such 

ratings will not be determinative in the 

Sub-Adviser’s process in the selection of 

specific debt securities (including Senior 

Loans). The Senior Loans and other 

securities that the Sub-Adviser is likely to 

select for investment in by the Portfolio 

will typically be rated below investment-

grade quality by one or more of the SROs 

or, if unrated, will typically, in the opinion 

of the Sub-Adviser, be of similar credit 

quality. If circumstances cause the Sub- 

Adviser to take a negative credit view on 

an existing investment the Portfolio may, if 

the Sub-Adviser believes that 

circumstances require, exit the investment. 

The circumstances giving rise to the Sub-

Adviser’s negative credit view may, but will 

not necessarily, coincide with a downgrade 

of the Senior Loan or other security’s credit 

rating. The Sub- Adviser expects to invest 

in Senior Loans, other loans and bonds of 

companies, including high yield securities 

and Rule 144A securities, possessing the 

following attributes, which it believes will 

help generate higher risk adjusted total 

returns: 

 

Leading, defensible market positions. The 

Sub-Adviser intends to invest in companies 

that it believes have developed strong 

positions within their respective markets 

and exhibit the potential to maintain 

sufficient cash flows and profitability to 

service their obligations in a range of 

economic environments. The Sub-Adviser 

will seek companies that it believes possess 

advantages in scale, scope, customer 

loyalty, product pricing, or product quality 

versus their competitors, thereby 

minimizing business risk and protecting 

profitability. 

 

Investing in companies with positive cash 

flow. The Sub-Adviser intends to invest 

primarily in established companies which 

have demonstrated a record of profitability 

and cash flows over several economic 

cycles. The Sub-Adviser believes such 

companies are well-positioned to maintain 

consistent cash flow to service and repay 

their obligations and maintain growth in 



                                                               

 

 

their businesses or market share. The Sub-

Adviser does not intend to invest in 

primarily start-up companies, companies in 

turnaround situations or companies with 

speculative business plans. 

 

Proven management teams. The Sub-

Adviser intends to focus on investments in 

which the target company has an 

experienced management team with an 

established track record of success. The 

Sub-Adviser will typically require 

companies to have in place proper 

incentives to align management’s goals 

with the Portfolio’s goals. 

 

Private equity sponsorship. Often the Sub-

Adviser will seek to participate in 

transactions sponsored by what it believes 

to be high-quality private equity firms. The 

Sub-Adviser believes that a private equity 

sponsor’s willingness to invest significant 

sums of equity capital into a company is an 

implicit endorsement of the quality of the 

investment. Further, private equity 

sponsors of companies with significant 

investments at risk have the ability and a 

strong incentive to contribute additional 

capital in difficult economic times should 

operational issues arise. 

 

Diversification, concentration and reliance 

on other lenders. The Sub-Adviser will seek 

to invest broadly among companies and 

industries, thereby potentially reducing the 

risk of a downturn in any one company or 

industry having a disproportionate impact 

on the value of the Portfolio’s portfolio. 

While the Portfolio does not treat banks 

originating loans as the issuers of such 

loans, it is possible that under a different 

interpretation the Portfolio may be 

deemed to concentrate its investments in 

the financial services industries. Loans, and 

the collateral securing them, are typically 

monitored by agents for the lenders, which 

may be the originating bank or banks. The 

Portfolio may be affected by the 

creditworthiness of the agent bank and 

other intermediate participants in a Senior 

Loan, in addition to the borrower, since 

rights that may exist under the loan against 

the borrower if the borrower defaults are 

typically asserted by or through the agent 

bank or intermediate participant. Agents 

are typically large commercial banks, 

although for Senior Loans that are not 

broadly syndicated they can also include 

thrift institutions, insurance companies or 

finance companies (or their affiliates). Such 

companies may be especially susceptible to 

the effects of changes in interest rates 

resulting from changes in U.S. or foreign 

fiscal or monetary policies, governmental 

regulations affecting capital raising 

activities or other economic or market 

fluctuations. (Prospectus dated 31 October 

2017, page 25) 

 

The funds risk profile  

As with all investments, there are certain 

risks of investing in the Fund. The Fund  

Shares will change in value, and you could 

lose money by investing in the Fund. An 

investment in the Fund is not insured or 

guaranteed by the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation or any other 

government agency. Because the Fund 

invests substantially all of its assets in the 

Portfolio, it is subject to substantially the 

same risks as those associated with the 

direct ownership of the securities in which 

the Portfolio invests. 

 

Below Investment-Grade Securities Risk:  

 

Lower-quality debt securities (“high yield” 

or “junk” bonds) are considered 



                                                               

 

 

predominantly speculative, and can involve 

a substantially greater risk of default than 

higher quality debt securities. Issuers of 

lower-quality debt securities may have 

substantially greater risk of insolvency or 

bankruptcy than issuers of higher-quality 

debt securities. They can be illiquid, and 

their values can have significant volatility 

and may decline significantly over short 

periods of time. Lower-quality debt 

securities tend to be more 

sensitive to adverse news about the issuer, 

or the market or economy in general. 

 

Debt Securities Risk:  

 

The values of debt securities may increase 

or decrease as a result of the following: 

market fluctuations, increases in interest 

rates, actual or perceived inability or 

unwillingness of issuers, guarantors or 

liquidity providers to make scheduled 

principal or interest payments or illiquidity 

in debt securities markets; the risk of low 

rates of return due to reinvestment of 

securities during periods of falling interest 

rates or repayment by issuers with higher 

coupon or interest rates; and/or the risk of 

low income due to falling interest rates. To 

the extent that interest rates rise, certain 

underlying obligations may be paid off 

substantially slower than originally 

anticipated and the value of those 

securities may fall sharply. The U.S. is 

experiencing historically low interest rate 

levels. However, economic recovery and 

the tapering of the Federal Reserve Board’s 

quantitative easing program increase the 

likelihood that interest rates will rise in the 

future. A rising interest rate environment 

may cause the value of the Portfolio’s fixed 

income securities to decrease, an adverse 

impact on the liquidity of the Portfolio’s 

fixed income securities, and increased 

volatility of the fixed income markets. If 

the principal on a debt obligation is prepaid 

before expected, the prepayments of 

principal may have to be reinvested in 

obligations paying interest at lower rates. 

During periods of falling interest rates, the 

income received by the Portfolio may 

decline. Changes in interest rates will likely 

have a greater effect on the values of debt 

securities of longer durations. Returns on 

investments in debt securities could trail 

the returns on other investment options, 

including investments in equity securities. 

 

Income Risk:  

 

The Portfolio’s income may decline due to 

falling interest rates or other factors. 

Issuers of securities held by the Portfolio 

may call or redeem the securities during 

periods of falling interest rates, and the 

Portfolio would likely be required to 

reinvest in securities paying lower interest 

rates. If an obligation held by the Portfolio 

is prepaid, the Portfolio may have to 

reinvest the prepayment in other 

obligations paying income at lower rates. 

 

Liquidity Risk:  

 

There is no organized exchange on which 

loans are traded and reliable market 

quotations may not be readily available. A 

majority of the Portfolio’s assets are likely 

to be invested in loans that are less liquid 

than securities traded on national 

exchanges. Loans with reduced liquidity 

involve greater risk than securities with 

more liquid markets. Available market 

quotations for such loans may vary over 

time, and if the credit quality of a loan 

unexpectedly declines, secondary trading 

of that loan may decline for a period of 

time. During periods of infrequent trading, 



                                                               

 

 

valuing a loan can be more difficult and 

buying and selling a loan at an acceptable 

price can be more difficult and delayed. In 

the event that the Portfolio voluntarily or 

involuntarily liquidates portfolio assets 

during periods of infrequent trading, it may 

not receive full value for those assets. 

Therefore, elements of judgment may play 

a greater role in valuation of loans. To the 

extent that a secondary market exists for 

certain loans, the market may be subject to 

irregular trading activity, wide bid/ask 

spreads and extended trade settlement 

periods. 

 

Management Risk:  

 

The Portfolio is actively managed. The Sub-

Adviser’s judgments about the 

attractiveness, relative value, or potential 

appreciation of a particular sector, security, 

commodity or investment strategy may 

prove to be incorrect, and may cause the 

Portfolio and, therefore, the Fund to incur 

losses. There can be no assurance that the 

Sub-Adviser’s investment techniques and 

decisions will produce the desired results. 

 

Market Risk:  

 

The Portfolio’s investments are subject to 

changes in general economic conditions, 

and general market fluctuations and the 

risks inherent in investment in securities 

markets. Investment markets can be 

volatile and prices of investments can 

change substantially due to various factors 

including, but not limited to, economic 

growth or recession, changes in interest 

rates, changes in the actual or perceived 

creditworthiness of issuers, and general 

market liquidity. The Portfolio and, 

therefore, the Fund are subject to the risk 

that geopolitical events will disrupt 

securities markets and adversely affect 

global economies and markets. 

 

Non-Senior Loans and Other Debt 

Securities Risk:  

 

Secured loans that are not first lien, loans 

that are unsecured and debt securities are 

subject to many of the same risks that 

affect Senior Loans; however they are 

often unsecured and/or lower in the 

issuer’s capital structure than Senior Loans, 

and thus may be exposed to greater risk of 

default and lower recoveries in the event 

of a default. This risk can be further 

heightened in the case of below 

investment-grade instruments. 

Additionally, most fixed-income securities 

are fixed-rate and thus are generally more 

susceptible than floating rate loans to price 

volatility related to changes in prevailing 

interest rates. 

 

Non-U.S. Securities Risk:  

 

Non-U.S. securities are subject to political, 

regulatory, and economic risks not present 

in domestic investments. There may be less 

information publicly available about a non-

U.S. entity than about a U.S. entity, and 

many non-U.S. entities are not subject to 

accounting, auditing, legal and financial 

report standards comparable to those in 

the United States. Further, such entities 

and/or their securities may be subject to 

risks associated with currency controls; 

expropriation; changes in tax policy; 

greater market volatility; differing 

securities market structures; higher 

transaction costs; and various 

administrative difficulties, such as delays in 

clearing and settling portfolio transactions 

or in receiving payment of dividends. 

Securities traded on foreign markets may 



                                                               

 

 

be less liquid (harder to sell) than securities 

traded domestically. Foreign governments 

may impose restrictions on the repatriation 

of capital to the U.S. In addition, to the 

extent the Portfolio buys securities 

denominated in a foreign currency, there 

are special risks such as changes in 

currency exchange rates and the risk that a 

foreign government could regulate foreign 

exchange transactions. In addition, to the 

extent investments are made in a limited 

number of countries, events in those 

countries will have a more significant 

impact on the Portfolio and, therefore, the 

Fund. Certain countries have recently 

experienced (or currently are expected to 

experience) negative interest rates on 

certain fixed-income securities, and similar 

interest rate conditions may be 

experienced in other regions. Investments 

in fixed-income securities with very low or 

negative interest rates may magnify the 

Fund’s susceptibility to interest rate risk 

and diminish yield and performance, and 

such investments may be subject to 

heightened volatility and reduced liquidity. 

 

Restricted Securities Risk:  

 

The Portfolio may hold securities that have 

not been registered for sale to the public 

under the U.S. federal securities laws. 

There can be no assurance that a trading 

market will exist at any time for any 

particular restricted security. Limitations 

on the resale of these securities may have 

an adverse effect on their marketability, 

and may prevent the Portfolio from 

disposing of them promptly at reasonable 

prices. The Portfolio may have to bear the 

expense of registering the securities for 

resale and the risk of substantial delays in 

effecting the registration. Also, restricted 

securities may be difficult to value because 

market quotations may not be readily 

available, and the securities may have 

significant volatility. 

 

Senior Loan Risk:  

 

Investments in Senior Loans are subject to 

credit risk and general investment risk. 

Credit risk refers to the possibility that the 

borrower of a Senior Loan will be unable 

and/or unwilling to make timely interest 

payments and/or repay the principal on its 

obligation. Default in the payment of 

interest or principal on a Senior Loan will 

result in a reduction in the value of the 

Senior Loan and consequently a reduction 

in the value of the Portfolio’s investments 

and a potential decrease in the net asset 

value (“NAV”) of the Portfolio. Senior Loans 

are also subject to the risk that the value of 

the collateral securing a Senior Loan may 

decline, be insufficient to meet the 

obligations of the borrower or be difficult 

to liquidate. In addition, the Portfolio’s 

access to the collateral may be limited by 

bankruptcy or other insolvency laws. Some 

Senior Loans are subject to the risk that a 

court, pursuant to fraudulent conveyance 

or other similar laws, could subordinate 

the Senior Loans to presently existing or 

future indebtedness of the borrower or 

take other action detrimental to lenders, 

including the Portfolio, such as invalidation 

of Senior Loans or causing interest 

previously paid to be refunded to the 

borrower. Senior Loans are also subject to 

high yield securities risks and liquidity risks 

described below. 

 

Valuation Risk:  

 

Some portfolio holdings, potentially a large 

portion of the Fund’s investment portfolio, 

may be valued on the basis of factors other 



                                                               

 

 

than market quotations. This may occur 

more often in times of market turmoil or 

reduced liquidity. There are multiple 

methods that can be used to value a 

portfolio holding when market quotations 

are not readily available. The value 

established for any portfolio holding at a 

point in time might differ from what would 

be produced using a different methodology 

or if it had been priced using market 

quotations. 

Portfolio holdings that are valued using 

techniques other than market quotations, 

including “fair valued” securities, may be 

subject to greater fluctuation in their 

valuations from one day to the next than if 

market quotations were used. In addition, 

there is no assurance that the Portfolio 

could sell or close out a portfolio position 

for the value established for it at any time, 

and it is possible that the Portfolio would 

incur a loss because a portfolio position is 

sold or closed out at a discount to the 

valuation established by the Portfolio at 

that time. Investors who purchase or 

redeem Fund Shares on days when the 

Portfolio is holding fair-valued investments 

may receive fewer or more shares or lower 

or higher redemption proceeds than they 

would have received if the Portfolio had 

not fair-valued the holding(s) or had used a 

different valuation methodology. 

 

Conflicts of Interest 

The Sub-Adviser will be subject to certain 

conflicts of interest in its management of 

the Portfolio. In the ordinary course of 

their business activities, the Sub-Adviser 

and its affiliates may engage in activities 

where the interests of certain divisions of 

the Sub-Adviser and its affiliates or the 

interests of their clients may conflict with 

the interests of the Portfolio or the 

shareholders of the Portfolio. As part of its 

regular business, the Sub-Adviser or its 

affiliates provide a broad range of 

investment management, advisory, and 

other services. Because of such 

relationships, there may be certain 

investments that the Sub-Adviser will 

decline or be unable to make. 

In addition, employees of such affiliates 

may possess information relating to such 

issuers that is not known to the individuals 

at the Sub-Adviser. Those employees of the 

Sub-Adviser’s affiliates will not be 

obligated to share any such information 

with the Sub-Adviser and may be 

prohibited by law or contract from doing 

so. The Sub- Adviser or certain of its 

affiliates may come into possession of 

material non-public information with 

respect to an issuer. Should this occur, the 

Sub-Adviser would be restricted from 

buying or selling securities or loans of the 

issuer on behalf of the Portfolio until such 

time as the information became public or 

was no longer deemed material, so as to 

preclude the Portfolio from participating in 

an investment (Prospectus dated 31 

October 2017, page 79). 

 

Leverage  

While the Portfolios and Funds do not 

anticipate doing so, each Portfolio and 

Fund may borrow money in an amount 

greater than 5% of the value of their 

respective total assets. However, a 

Portfolio or Fund may not borrow money 

from a bank in an amount greater than 33 

1/3% of the value of the Portfolio’s or 

Fund’s total assets. Borrowing for 

investment purposes is one form of 

leverage. Leveraging investments, by 

purchasing securities with borrowed 

money, is a speculative technique that 

increases investment risk, but also 



                                                               

 

 

increases investment opportunity. (SAI, 

page 19)  

 

Liability 

Under the Investment Advisory 

Agreement, the Adviser, subject to the 

supervision of the Board and in conformity 

with the stated investment policies of each 

Fund, manages the investment of each 

Fund’s assets. The Adviser is responsible 

for placing purchase and sale orders and 

providing continuous supervision of the 

investment portfolio of each Fund. 

Pursuant to the Investment Advisory 

Agreement, the Trust has agreed to 

indemnify the Adviser for certain liabilities, 

including certain liabilities arising under the 

federal securities laws, unless such loss or 

liability results from (a) willful misfeasance, 

bad faith or gross negligence in the 

performance of its duties; (b) the reckless 

disregard of its obligations and duties; or 

(c) a loss resulting from a breach of 

fiduciary duty with respect to the receipt of 

compensation for services. 

(s. SAI page 44) 

 

Pursuant to the Distribution Agreement, 

the Trust has agreed to indemnify the 

Distributor, and may indemnify Soliciting 

Dealers and Authorized Participants (as 

described below) entering into agreements 

with the Distributor, for certain liabilities, 

including certain liabilities arising under the 

federal securities laws, unless such loss or 

liability results from willful misfeasance, 

bad faith or gross negligence in the 

performance of its duties or the reckless 

disregard of its obligations and duties 

under the Distribution Agreement or other 

agreement, as applicable.  

(s. SAI page 59) 

 

Generally, SSGA FM supports proposals to 

limit directors’ and statutory auditors’ 

liability and/or expand indemnification and 

liability protection up to the limit provided 

by law, if he or she has not acted in bad 

faith, gross negligence or reckless disregard 

of the duties involved in the conduct of his 

or her office. SSGA FM believes limitations 

and indemnification are necessary to 

attract and retain qualified directors. 

(s. SAI page A-31) 

 

The Administrator, Transfer Agent and 

Custodian 

State Street, located at State Street 

Financial Center, One Iron Street, Boston, 

Massachusetts 02210, serves as 

Administrator for the Trust pursuant to an 

administration agreement (“Administration 

Agreement”) dated June 1 2015. Under the 

Administration Agreement, State Street is 

responsible for certain administrative 

services associated with day-to-day 

operations of the Funds. Pursuant to the 

SSGA Administration Agreement, SSGA FM 

is obligated to continuously provide 

business management services to the Trust 

and its series and will generally, subject to 

the general oversight of the Trustees and 

except as otherwise provided in the SSGA 

Administration Agreement, manage all of 

the business and affairs of the Trust.  

 

State Street also serves as Custodian for 

the Trust’s series pursuant to a custodian 

agreement (“Custodian Agreement”). As 

Custodian, State Street holds Fund assets, 

calculates the net asset value of the Shares 

and calculates net income and realized 

capital gains or losses.  State Street and the 

Trust will comply with the self-custodian 

provisions of Rule 17f-2 under the 1940 

Act. (s. SAI page 57) 

 



                                                               

 

 

Distributor 

State Street Global Advisors Funds 

Distributors, LLC is the principal 

underwriter and Distributor of Shares. 

Prior to May 1, 2017, State  Street Global 

Advisors Funds Distributors, LLC was 

known as State Street Global Markets, LLC. 

Its principal address is State Street  

Financial Center, One Iron Street, Boston, 

Massachusetts 02210. Investor information 

can be obtained by calling 1-866-787-2257.  

The Distributor has entered into a 

distribution agreement (“Distribution 

Agreement”) with the Trust pursuant to 

which it distributes Shares of each Fund. 

The Distribution Agreement will continue 

for two years from its effective date and is 

renewable annually thereafter. Shares will 

be continuously offered for sale by the 

Trust through the Distributor only in 

Creation Units, as described in the  

Prospectus and below under “Purchase and 

Redemption of Creation Units.” Shares in 

less than Creation Units are not distributed 

by the Distributor. The Distributor will 

deliver the Prospectus to persons 

purchasing Creation Units and will maintain 

records of both orders placed with it and 

confirmations of acceptance furnished by 

it. The Distributor is a broker-dealer 

registered under the Securities Exchange 

Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange 

Act”) and a member of the Financial 

Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”). 

(SAI, page 58). 

 

Auditor 

Ernst & Young LLP, 200 Clarendon Street, 

Boston, MA 02116, serves as the 

independent registered public accounting 

firm of the Trust. Ernst & Young LLP 

performs annual audits of the Funds’ 

financial statements and provides other 

audit, tax and related services. 

 

Valuation of Funds Assets 

Each Fund calculates net asset value using 

the net asset value of the respective 

Portfolio. Net asset value for each Portfolio 

is computed by dividing the value of the 

net assets of the Portfolio (i.e., the value of 

its total assets less total liabilities) by the 

total number of Interests outstanding. 

Expenses and fees, including the 

management fees, are accrued daily and 

taken into account for purposes of  

determining net asset value. The net asset 

value of a Portfolio is calculated by State 

Street and determined as of the close of 

the regular trading session on the NYSE 

(ordinarily 4:00 p.m. Eastern time) on each 

day that such exchange is open. Fixed-

income assets are generally valued as of 

the announced closing time for trading in 

fixed-income instruments in a particular 

market or exchange. Creation/redemption 

order cut-off times may be earlier on any 

day that the Securities Industry and 

Financial Markets Association (or 

applicable exchange or market on which a 

Portfolio’s investments are traded) 

announces an early closing time. Any 

assets or liabilities denominated in 

currencies other than the U.S. dollar are 

converted into U.S. dollars at market rates 

on the date of valuation (generally as of 

4:00 p.m. London time) as quoted by one 

or more sources.  

 

In calculating a Portfolio’s net asset value 

per Share, the Portfolio’s investments are 

generally valued using market valuations. A 

market valuation generally means a 

valuation (i) obtained from an exchange, a 

pricing service, or a major market maker 

(or dealer), (ii) based on a price quotation 

or other equivalent indication of value 

supplied by an exchange, a pricing service, 



                                                               

 

 

or a major market maker (or dealer) or (iii) 

based on amortized cost. In the case of 

shares of other funds that are not traded 

on an exchange, a market valuation means 

such fund’s published net asset value per 

share. The Adviser may use various pricing 

services, or discontinue the use of any 

pricing service, as approved by the Board 

of the SSGA Master Trust from time to 

time. A price obtained from a pricing 

service based on such pricing service’s 

valuation matrix may be considered a 

market valuation. 

In the event that current market valuations 

are not readily available or such valuations 

do not reflect current market value, the 

SSGA Master Trust’s procedures require 

the Pricing and Investment Committee to 

determine a security’s fair value if a market 

price is not readily available. In 

determining such value the Pricing and 

Investment Committee may consider, 

among other things, (i) price comparisons 

among multiple sources, (ii) a review of 

corporate actions and news events, and (iii) 

a review of relevant financial indicators 

(e.g., movement in interest rates, market 

indices, and prices from the Portfolios’ 

index providers). In these cases, the 

Portfolio’s net asset value may reflect 

certain portfolio securities’ fair values 

rather than their market prices. Fair value 

pricing involves subjective judgments and it 

is possible that the fair value 

determination for a security is materially 

different than the value that could be 

realized upon the sale of the security. With 

respect to securities that are primarily 

listed on foreign exchanges, the value of a 

Portfolio’s portfolio securities may change 

on days when you will not be able to 

purchase or sell your Shares. 

 

(s. SAI page 76) 

Subscription 

 

To be eligible to place orders with the 

Principal Underwriter, as facilitated via the 

Transfer Agent, to purchase a Creation Unit 

of a Fund, an entity must be (i) a 

“Participating Party”, i.e., a broker dealer 

or other participant in the clearing process 

through the Continuous Net Settlement 

System of the NSCC (the “Clearing 

Process”), a clearing agency that is 

registered with the SEC; or (ii) a DTC 

Participant (see “BOOK ENTRY ONLY 

SYSTEM”). In addition, each Participating 

Party or DTC Participant (each, an 

“Authorized Participant”) must execute a 

Participant Agreement that has been 

agreed to by the Principal Underwriter and 

the Transfer Agent, and that has been 

accepted by the Trust, with respect to 

purchases and redemptions of Creation 

Units. Each Authorized Participant will 

agree, pursuant to the terms of a 

Participant Agreement, on behalf of itself 

or any investor on whose behalf it will act, 

to certain conditions, including that it will 

pay to the Trust, an amount of cash 

sufficient to pay the Cash Component 

together with the creation transaction fee 

(described below) and any other applicable 

fees, taxes and additional variable charge. 

All orders to purchase Shares directly from 

the Fund, including non-standard orders, 

must be placed for one or more Creation 

Units and in the manner and by the time 

set forth in the Participant Agreement 

and/or the applicable order form. The date 

on which an order to purchase Creation 

Units (or an order to redeem Creation 

Units, as set forth below) is received and 

accepted is referred to as the “Order 

Placement Date.” 

An Authorized Participant may require an 

investor to make certain representations or 



                                                               

 

 

enter into agreements with respect to the 

order (e.g., to provide for payments of 

cash, when required). Investors should be 

aware that their particular broker may not 

have executed a Participant Agreement 

and that, therefore, orders to purchase 

Shares directly from the Fund in Creation 

Units have to be placed by the investor’s 

broker through an Authorized Participant 

that has executed a Participant Agreement. 

In such cases there may be additional 

charges to such investor. At any given time, 

there may be only a limited number of 

broker-dealers that have executed a 

Participant Agreement and only a small 

number of such Authorized Participants 

may have international capabilities. 

(s. SAI page 71) 

 

Redemption 

Shares may be redeemed only in Creation 

Units at their net asset value next 

determined after receipt of a redemption 

request in proper form by a Fund through 

the Transfer Agent and only on a Business 

Day. Except upon liquidation of a fund, the 

trust will not redeem shares in amounts 

less than creation units. Investors must 

accumulate enough Shares in the 

secondary market to constitute a Creation 

Unit in order to have such Shares 

redeemed by the Trust. There can be no 

assurance, however, that there will be 

sufficient liquidity in the public trading 

market at any time to permit assembly of a 

Creation Unit. Investors should expect to 

incur brokerage and other costs in 

connection with assembling a sufficient 

number of Shares to constitute a 

redeemable Creation Unit. 

With respect to each Fund, the Custodian, 

through the NSCC, makes available 

immediately prior to the opening of 

business on the Exchange (currently 9:30 

a.m. Eastern time) on each Business Day, 

the list of the names and share quantities 

of each Fund’s portfolio securities that will 

be applicable (subject to possible 

amendment or correction) to redemption 

requests received in proper form on that 

day (“Fund Securities”). Fund Securities 

received on redemption may not be 

identical to Deposit Securities. 

Redemption proceeds for a Creation Unit 

are paid in cash. In the event that the Fund 

Securities have a value greater than the net 

asset value of the Shares, a compensating 

cash payment equal to the differential is 

required to be made by or through an 

Authorized Participant by the redeeming 

shareholder. Notwithstanding the 

foregoing: at the Trust’s discretion, an 

Authorized Participant may receive the 

corresponding cash value of the securities 

in lieu of the in-kind securities value 

representing one or more Fund Securities. 

After the Trust has deemed an order for 

redemption received, the Trust will initiate 

procedures to transfer the requisite Fund 

Securities and the Cash Redemption 

Amount to the Authorized Participant by 

the Settlement Date. 

(s. SAI page 73) 

 

Compulsory redemptions 

Redemptions of Shares for Fund Securities 

will be subject to compliance with 

applicable federal and state securities laws 

and each Fund (whether or not it 

otherwise permits cash redemptions) 

reserves the right to redeem Creation Units 

for cash to the extent that the Trust could 

not lawfully deliver specific Fund Securities 

upon redemptions or could not do so 

without first registering the Fund Securities 

under such laws. An Authorized Participant 

or an investor for which it is acting subject 

to a legal restriction with respect to a 



                                                               

 

 

particular security included in the Fund 

Securities applicable to the redemption of 

Creation Units may be paid an equivalent 

amount of cash. The Authorized Participant 

may request the redeeming investor of the 

Shares to complete an order form or to 

enter into agreements with respect to such 

matters as compensating cash payment. 

Further, an Authorized Participant that is 

not a “qualified institutional buyer,” 

(“QIB”) as such term is defined under Rule 

144A of the Securities Act, will not be able 

to receive Fund Securities that are 

restricted securities eligible for resale 

under Rule 144A. An Authorized 

Participant may be required by the Trust to 

provide a written confirmation with 

respect to QIB status in order to receive 

Fund Securities. 

(s. SAI page 74) 

 

Transfer restrictions 

The right of redemption may be suspended 

or the date of payment postponed with 

respect to a Fund (1) for any period during 

which the Exchange is closed (other than 

customary weekend and holiday closings); 

(2) for any period during which trading on 

the Exchange is suspended or restricted; 

(3) for any period during which an 

emergency exists as a result of which 

disposal of the Shares of the Fund or 

determination of the NAV of the Shares is 

not reasonably practicable; or (4) in such 

other circumstance as is permitted by the 

SEC. 

  

Fees to be paid to the Transfer Agent, the 

Custodian and the Administrator 

 

SSGA FM receives compensation for its 

services provided as Administrator at the 

master fund level, and therefore does not 

receive compensation for administrative 

services at the feeder fund level. State 

Street receives an annual fixed fee per 

Fund as compensation for its services 

provided under the Sub-Administration 

Agreement, the Custodian Agreement, and 

the Transfer Agency Agreement. In 

addition, State Street shall receive global 

safekeeping and transaction fees, which 

are calculated on a per-country basis, in-

kind creation (purchase) and redemption 

transaction fees (as described below) and 

revenue on certain cash balances. State 

Street may be reimbursed by the series of 

the Trust for its out-of-pocket expenses. (s. 

SAI page 57) 

 

Fees to be paid to the Investment Advisor 

 

In accordance with the Sub-Advisory 

Agreement between the Adviser and GSO / 

Blackstone, the Adviser will pay GSO / 

Blackstone an annual investment sub-

advisory fee equal to a portion of average 

daily net assets of the SPDR Blackstone / 

GSO Senior Loan ETF. 

 

Current charges/ Maximum Charges to the 

Investor 

 

Annual Fund Operating Expenses (Expenses 

that an investor pays each year as a 

percentage of the value of his/her 

investment): 

 Management Fee: 0,70% 

 Distribution and service Fee: None 

 Other Expenses: 0,00% 

 Accordingly the total annual Fund 

operating expenses are 0,70% 

(prospectus page 23) 

 

Creation and redemption transaction fees 

Authorized Participants will be required to 

pay a fixed creation transaction fee and/or 

a fixed redemption transaction fee, as 



                                                               

 

 

applicable, on a given day regardless of the 

number of Creation Units created or 

redeemed on that day. A Fund may adjust 

the transaction fee from time to time.  

An additional charge or a variable charge 

(discussed below) will be applied to certain 

creation and redemption transactions, 

including non-standard orders and whole 

or partial cash purchases or redemptions. 

With respect to creation orders, 

Authorized Participants are responsible for 

the costs of transferring the securities 

constituting the Deposit Securities to the 

account of the Trust and with respect to 

redemption orders; Authorized Participants 

are responsible for the costs of transferring 

the Fund Securities from the Trust to their 

account or on their order. Investors who 

use the services of a broker or other such 

intermediary may also be charged a fee for 

such services. 

 

For the SPDR Blackstone / GSO Senior Loan 

the transaction fee is ETF $ 50 and may 

amount a maximum of $ 200.  

 

From time to time, any Fund may waive all 

or a portion of its applicable transaction 

fee(s). An additional charge of up to three 

times the standard transaction fee may be 

charged to the extent a transaction is 

outside of the clearing process. 

 

In addition to the transaction fees listed 

above, the Funds may charge an additional 

variable fee for creations and redemptions 

in cash to offset brokerage and impact 

expenses associated with the cash 

transaction. The variable transaction fee 

will be calculated based on historical 

transaction cost data and the Adviser’s 

view of current market conditions; 

however, the actual variable fee charged 

for a given transaction may be lower or 

higher than the trading expenses incurred 

by a Fund with respect to that transaction.) 

 

Fiduciary duty and equal and fair 

treatment  

 

SSGA FM supports the “one share one 

vote” policy and favors a share structure 

where all shares have equal voting rights. 

SSGA FM supports proposals to abolish 

voting caps or multiple voting rights and 

will oppose measures to introduce these 

types of restrictions on shareholder rights. 

 

SSGA FM believes pre-emption rights 

should be introduced for shareholders in 

order to provide adequate protection from 

being overly diluted from the issuance of 

new shares or convertible securities to 

third parties or a small number of select 

shareholders. 

 

Unequal Voting Rights  

 

SSGA FM generally opposes proposals 

authorizing the creation of new classes of 

common stock with superior voting rights 

and will generally oppose new classes of 

preferred stock with unspecified voting, 

conversion, dividend distribution, and 

other rights. In addition, SSGA FM will not 

support capitalization changes that add 

classes of stock with undefined voting 

rights or classes that may dilute the voting 

interests of existing shareholders. 

 

However, SSGA FM will support 

capitalization changes that eliminate other 

classes of stock and/or unequal voting 

rights. 

 

 

 

 



                                                               

 

 

 

Fiscal year end 

 

The fiscal year ends at the 30/06 of each 

year. 

 

Annual and half yearly reports  

 

The AIFMD compliant annual report will be 

provided to all investors within 6 months 

after the end of each financial year. 

 

Latest Annual Report 

The latest available annual report of the 

Fund is dated 30 June 2017 and is enclosed 

with this information brochure. 

 

 

Investor Enquiries 

 

Shareholder inquiries may be made by 

writing to the Trust, c/o the Distributor, 

State Street Global Advisors Funds 

Distributors, LLC at One Iron Street, 

Boston, Massachusetts 02210. 

 

Copies of the Prospectus and the Trust’s 

Annual Report to Shareholders dated June 

30, 2017 may be obtained without charge 

by writing to State Street Global Advisors 

Funds Distributors, LLC, the Trust’s 

principal underwriter (referred to herein as 

“Distributor” or “Principal Underwriter”), 

One Iron Street, Boston, Massachusetts 

02210, by visiting the Trust’s website at 

http://www.spdrs.com or by calling 1-866-

787-2257. 


